
Les
Equilibristes

A WINEMAKERS COLLECTIVE

WINECRAFTERS



 
A

collective of passionate
winemakers to exchange and
to discuss our know-how and

experiences,  to challenge
and break our habits, to

explore new ways of doing.
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Similarly to Web 2.0 website that allows users to
INTERACT and COLLABORATE with each
other, Les Équilibristes' way of winemaking gives a
large room to participatory culture and to
interactions with their partnering winemakers.
 
 
 

 
 

Winemaking becomes 
a COLLABORATIVE PROCESS where 

they can all meet and create. 
 
 

 
Les Équilibristes becomes a place where
perspectives, opinions, thoughts and experiences
are widely SHARED.

 

Winemaking 2.0
Welcome to the new world
of winemaking: Together.



*ORGANICALLY grown 
 

*HIGHLIGHTING 
the grapes varieties which are 
the most linked to their terroir

 
*MASS SELECTION

 
* AERATING the soil 

 
*BIODYNAMIC practice

 
*INDIGENOUS YEASTS only

 
*NO USE of corrective products

 
*CHOICE of

neutral and porous containers for aging 
 

*LOW-SULPHITE
(aiming at < 40 mg)
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As of 2010, Francois,
restaurateur and wine merchant in Paris, took
the habit of seconding Florent, winemaker and
winery director in various regions, during the

harvest and vinifications.  
 

When they created the collective in 2015, they
wanted to break down the existing barriers in

the wine world by crafting new wines
involving the greatest sharing possible

between people.
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Because they like wines that stand on the verge,
aerial, elegant with little guarantees but a lot of self-
control, they choose to name the collective: "LES
ÉQUILIBRISTES" ("the tightrope walkers"). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Each wine is unique, 
always reflecting a singular expression. More specifically the

wine must be different from the ones usually crafted by the
winemaker, as a sign of how he or she went with the flow by

taking part to the collective! 
 
 

 
Florent and François, acting as driving forces, spend a big amount of

their time on the field to visit each partnering winemaker. This
allows to maintain deep exchanges throughout the winemaking

process.
 

After bottling in situ, the wines are then sent and stored at Florent's
winery in Bergerac (Dordogne) to facilitate the logistical

organisation. 
 

Florent and François are also seconded by Mylène, based in
Bergerac, where she follows up on administrative, logistical and

sales issues. 



 
*Alexis SOULAS and Domique SIROT, Domaine du

Prieuré, Loire
 

*Étienne BESANCENOT, Château de Caraguilhes, Aude
 

*Florent GIROU, Château Combrillac, Dordogne
 

*Gilles BONNEFOY, les Vins de la Madone, Auvergne
 

*Jean-Emmanuel PARCE, Domaine de la Rectorie,
Pyrénées-Orientales

 
*Laura and Bertrand BORELLI-QUESNES, Domaine Sauta

Roc, Languedoc
 

*Pierre PAGES, Domaine de Bridau, Languedoc
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6 White 
- Bouillon aux Dames (Anjou)
- Pic Poul (PicPoul de Pinet)
- Second Souffle (Vin de France /Carignan Blanc)
- Les Sept Vaillants (Languedoc)
- Seres (Languedoc)
- Hirsute (Bergerac)
 
5 Red
- Le Joufflu (Anjou)
- Volute (Côtes du Forez)
- Les Sept Vaillants (Languedoc)
- Le Virevoltant (Vin de France / Corbières)
- Hirsute (Bergerac)
 

LINE-UP
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